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Amplitude integrated EEGh i g h l i g h t s
 Expert visual interpretation of multichannel EEG is standard for neonatal seizure detection.
 A reduced number of electrodes is often used in neonatal intensive care monitoring.
 Reducing the number of electrodes results in a significant reduction in seizure detection.
a b s t r a c t
Objectives: To measure changes in the visual interpretation of the EEG by the human expert for neonatal
seizure detection when reducing the number of recording electrodes.
Methods: EEGs were recorded from 45 infants admitted to the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). Three
experts annotated seizures in EEG montages derived from 19, 8 and 4 electrodes. Differences between
annotations were assessed by comparing intra-montage with inter-montage agreement (K).
Results: Three experts annotated 4464 seizures across all infants and montages. The inter-expert agree-
ment was not significantly altered by the number of electrodes in the montage (p = 0.685, n = 43).
Reducing the number of EEG electrodes altered the seizure annotation for all experts. Agreement
between the 19-electrode montage (K19,19 = 0.832) was significantly higher than the agreement between
19 and 8-electrode montages (dK = 0.114; p < 0.001, n = 42) or 19 and 4-electrode montages (dK = 0.113,
p < 0.001, n = 43). Seizure burden and number were significantly underestimated by the 4 and
8-electrode montage (p < 0.001). No significant difference in agreement was found between 8 and
4-electrode montages (dK = 0.002; p = 0.07, n = 42).
Conclusions: Reducing the number of EEG electrodes from 19 electrodes resulted in slight but significant
changes in seizure detection.
Significance: Four-electrode montages for routine EEG monitoring are comparable to eight electrodes for
seizure detection in the NICU.
 2017 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights
reserved.1. Introduction
Optimising neuro-critical care in the newborn has become a
high priority issue in paediatrics (Abend et al., 2011a,b; Bonifacio
et al., 2011; Glass and Rowitch, 2016). One of the key challenges
in neuro-critical care is to provide brain monitoring that is contin-
uous and uninterrupted in settings where personnel are changing
constantly, neurophysiological support is limited, and an array of
other medical devices are competing for cotside attention andplacements. These practical considerations have led neonatologists
to use a two-electrode (single channel biparietal, P3–P4), or more
recently, a four-electrode (two channel centro/fronto-parietal)
derivation, to provide a measurement of neurological function
(van Rooij et al., 2010a; Srinivasakumar et al., 2015). Such an
approach has been questioned by clinical neurophysiologists
because of their tradition of recording newborns with eight to
ten electrodes, often referred to as ‘‘the full montage” (Hrachovy
and Mizrahi, 2015; Shellhaas et al., 2011). There is, however, a lim-
ited amount of evidence for, or against, the idea that reducing the
number of electrodes from a ‘‘full montage” would compromise
performance in clinical settings (Shellhaas and Clancy, 2007;
Wusthoff et al., 2009).
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cation of neonatal EEG monitoring (Boylan et al., 2013). In this
case, the ideal recording configuration should strike a balance
between clinical practicality and the fidelity of seizure detection.
The comparison of different recording configurations for seizure
detection is, however, not trivial as the presence of seizures cannot
be absolutely defined. The present gold standard, visual EEG inter-
pretation by an EEG expert, is inherently subjective and is further
complicated by the assumption of perfect correlation between
pathophysiological seizures and EEG grapho-elements. Subjectivity
in visual interpretation will result in variability both within and
between experts; hence, comparisons between recording configu-
rations should be based on measuring intra- and inter-expert
agreement.
The present study aimed to determine the effects of reducing
the number of EEG electrodes on the visual identification of neona-
tal seizures. To do this, we have compared visual seizure identifica-
tion of three human experts from a 19-electrode EEG montage
with a conventional 8-electrode EEG montage and a 4-electrode
EEG montage (van Rooij et al., 2010b; Srinivasakumar et al.,
2015). We hypothesized that decreasing the number of electrodes
would lead to a systematic and significant decrease in seizure
detection.2. Methods
2.1. Patients
EEGs were collected from neonates admitted to neonatal inten-
sive care unit (NICU) at the Helsinki University Central Hospital,
due to clinically suspected seizures between 2010 and 2014. The
recordings were managed by the Department of Clinical Neuro-
physiology. The EEG signals were collected using NicOne EEG
amplifier (sampling frequency of 256 Hz; Cardinal Healthcare/
Natus, USA) from EEG caps (sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes; Waveg-
uard, ANT-Neuro, Germany) with 19 electrodes positioned as per
the international 10–20 standard (further details of the neonatal
EEG recording method, see Vanhatalo et al. (2008) and http://
www.babacenter.fi/en/methods/eeg/). The initial survey of EEG
reports identified 87 neonates where a 19-electrode EEG recording
was requested due to clinical suspicion of seizures. Preliminary
inspection of these EEGs found 45 neonates with evidence of sei-
zure. The demographics of this cohort are shown in Table 1. The
total duration of EEG annotated was 3962 min. The study was
approved by the Ethics Committee of the Helsinki University Chil-
dren’s Hospital. All patient identifying information was removed
from each recording before annotation.Table 1
Demographics of the cohort. Summary measures are median (interquartile range)
unless otherwise stated (n = 45).
Gestational age (weeks) 39.1 (38.0–40.6)
Birthweight (g) 3451 (2830–3836)
Gender (M/F) 24/21
Postmenstrual age at EEG (weeks) 40.0 (39.0–41.4)
Postnatal age at EEG (days) 2.0 (1.0–5.5)
EEG recording duration (min) 77.1 (63.1–100.0)
Diagnosis
HIE/Asphyxia 25




HIE – hypoxic ischaemic encephalopathy.
EEG – electroencephalogram.
Other includes infections, brain anomalies and kernicterus.2.2. Pre-processing and seizure annotation
Four copies of each EEG recording were created with bipolar
montages derived from the full 19 electrode recording (see
Fig. 1). This resulted in EEG recordings with 18 (two copies), 8
(one copy), and 4 (one copy) derivations, respectively (see
Table S1 in the Supplementary Material). The EEG file names were
then randomised, with different randomisations for each of the
four EEG copies to ensure a fully blinded review.
Each EEG file was annotated for seizures by three experts, each
with over 10 years of experience in the visual interpretation of
neonatal EEG (LL, JM, SV). Each expert was requested to accurately
annotate seizures identified using the well-established definition:
a distinct, abnormal electrographic event with a clear beginning
and end comprising sustained, repetitive evolving spike/sharp
waves or rhythmic waveforms (Clancy et al., 1988). Annotations
included the start and end of each seizure considering all available
channels. Initial settings were a paper speed of 30 mm/s, a sensitiv-
ity of 100 mV/cm with frequency cutoffs of 0.5 Hz (low) and 70 Hz
(high). Reviewers were permitted to alter these settings during
review.
Each expert was blinded to the clinical details of infants, and
was only aware that the neonate had suspected EEG seizures and
were recorded two to six years earlier. Video, additional poly-
graphic channels, apart from the electrocardiogram, and techni-
cian’s comments were not available during review. The first
round of annotations included the 19-electrode montage, the 8-
electrode montage and the 4-electrode montage. In order to reduce
the confounding effect of previous exposure to EEG recordings, the
second copy of the 19-electrode montage was annotated at least 3
months after the completion of the first round of annotation.
2.3. Analysis
2.3.1. Primary analysis
The main objective was to determine the effect on the visual
identification of seizures from reducing the number of recording
electrodes. We assumed that intra-montage agreement within
the 19-electrode montage yields a benchmark measure of subjec-
tivity. To this end, we compared intra-montage agreement (19-
electrode) with inter-montage agreement (19 vs 8 electrodes and
19 vs 4 electrodes) to determine differences attributable to a
reduction in the number of recording electrodes. We also com-
pared the inter-expert agreement of the 19-electrode annotation
to the inter-expert-montage agreement (19 vs 8 electrodes and
19 vs 4 electrodes) to determine if any differences were in excess
of inter-expert agreement.
2.3.2. Secondary analysis
The effect of reducing the number of electrode in the EEG mon-
tage was further quantified using the agreement rate of three mea-
sures that could be estimated from the annotations of the experts:
(1) seizure diagnosis, (2) seizure number, (3) seizure burden.
Agreement in seizure diagnosis was defined if any seizure was
annotated in the recording of an infant, irrespective of temporal
alignment, across experts. Agreement in seizure number was
defined when seizure events had any overlap across experts.
Agreement in seizure burden was defined with a second by second
comparison of annotations across experts. The visual inspection of
disagreements between montages was also performed after these
analyses to determine common factors in disagreements.
2.3.3. Statistical analyses
We used Cohen’s kappa (K) statistic to measure the inter- and
intra- montage agreement in the annotations per expert (Cohen,
1968). Inter-expert agreements were estimated across three
Fig. 1. The electrode placements used in this study. The 19 electrodes, 8 electrodes and 4 electrodes were used to generate bipolar montages of 18, 8, and 4 channels,
respectively, for annotation by the human expert.
Fig. 2. Inter-montage agreement between 19, 8 and 4 electrode montages for interpreting the EEG with respect to seizure diagnosis (A), seizure burden (B), and seizures (C).
Results were averaged across the 3 experts. Venn diagrams summarize the full comparison of montages. Note that there are individuals and seizures, as well as seizure
burden, that do not overlap between 4 and 8 electrode recordings. Error bars reflect the standard error on the mean estimated across experts. SB – seizure burden.
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calculated on the raw annotations where agreements were evalu-
ated per second and then averaged across the full EEG recording.
Kappa values were estimated on individual infants and on a sin-
gle annotation of each infant linked together (concatenated). The
latter was used to ensure all infants were included in analysis as
individual estimates could not be performed on infants where at
least one expert could not identify seizures in the EEG recording.
Values were, therefore, summarised over individuals with a med-
ian and interquartile range or over the concatenated annotation
with the value and a 95% confidence interval estimated with a
bootstrap.
Differences in agreement between montages were assessed
with Hotelling’s T2 statistic under the null hypothesis that the dif-
ference between intra-montage and inter-montage agreement was
zero (Hotelling, 1951). Differences between the inter-expert agree-
ment over montages were tested with a one-way ANOVA under the
null hypothesis of no difference in kappa with respect to montage.
Post hoc analysis was performed and is included in theSupplementary Material. Infants where kappa could not be calcu-
lated were excluded from these analyses. Variables that were
heavy tailed were transformed using the inverse hyperbolic sign
function (Burbidge et al., 1988). Two-sided tests were used and a
p-value less than 0.05 was deemed significant. The association
between agreement and seizure burden (log-transformed) was
evaluated with a linear correlation coefficient.3. Results
3.1. Agreement between experts
The three experts annotated a total of 4464 seizures across
infants and montages. The agreement between experts was not
significantly different when interpreting EEG recordings with dif-
ferent electrode numbers (p = 0.685, n = 43). The inter-expert
agreement was 0.745 (95%CI: 0.645–0.819), 0.745 (95%CI:
0.644–0.825), and 0.731 (95%CI: 0.605–0.822) for the 19, 8, and
Table 2
Agreement between the visual interpretations of experts for different EEG montages. Agreement is measured with Cohen’s kappa value calculated on the concatenated recording.
19 vs 19 denotes intra-montage agreement for the 19-electrode montage and the remaining rows denote inter-montage agreement. The 95% confidence interval is in parentheses
and is estimated using a bootstrap.
Electrode
comparison
Expert A Expert B Expert C
19 vs 19 0.863 (0.803–0.905) 0.809 (0.738–0.870) 0.824 (0.734–0.888)
19 vs 8 0.792 (0.711–0.846) 0.727 (0.653–0.790) 0.722 (0.605–0.813)
19 vs 4 0.771 (0.687–0.835) 0.754 (0.681–0.816) 0.752 (0.664–0.816)
8 vs 4 0.786 (0.708–0.838) 0.710 (0.635–0.772) 0.694 (0.595–0.768)
Table 3
The agreement in measurements based on the annotation of the 4 and 8-electrode montages compared to the 19-electrode montage as ‘gold standard’. The 19-electrode column
defines intra-montage agreement. False detections were defined as number per hour. Results are presented as median (interquartile range) across the cohort and values are
averaged across the three experts. For measures of seizure burden and seizure number only infants with a consensus (across experts) diagnosis of seizure were included.
19-electrode 8-electrode 4-electrode
Diagnosis (n = 45) 97% 96% 89%
Seizure burden (n = 41) 91% (76–98%) 90% (72–96%) 88% (73–96%)
Seizure number (n = 41) 91% (82–100%) 84% (57–100%) 79% (53–98%)
False detections (n = 45) 0.59 (0.12–1.26) 0.43 (0.0–0.93) 0.31 (0.13–0.86)
Fig. 3. EEG patterns resulting in reduced intra-montage agreement. (A) A focal seizure at central area in an infant with otherwise normal amplitude background activity. The
seizure is clear in the 8-electrode recording, and is less obvious in the 4-electrode recording. (B) A focal seizure at parietal area in an infant with otherwise abnormally low
amplitude background activity. The seizure is clear in the 4-electrode recording, but there are no manifestations in the 8-electrode recording as the parietal electrode is
missing. The calibration (1 s, 100 mV) is identical within, but different between, (A) and (B).
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annotations for each expert and montage, the agreement between
each annotation, and the bias and prevalence indices of compar-
isons are given in Tables S2, S3 and S6 of the Supplementary
Material.
3.2. Agreement between EEG montages
There was substantial agreement between the annotations of
EEG montages with a different number of recording electrodes
(Fig. 2). The average agreement across experts between the annota-
tion of 19 and 8, 19 and 4, and 8 and 4 electrodemontageswas 0.747
(95%CI: 669–0.814), 0.759 (95%CI: 0.682–0.819), and 0.730 (95%CI:
0.659–0.788) respectively. Reducing the number of electrodes in the
EEG montage, nevertheless, resulted in a significantly differentannotation of seizures. Compared to the intra-montage agreement
of the 19-electrode montage (K = 0.832, 95%CI: 0.776–0.878), the
inter-montage agreement between 19 and 8, and 19 and
4-electrode montages were significantly lower (8-electrode,
dK = 0.114; p < 0.001, n = 42 and 4-electrode, dK = 0.113; p < 0.001,
n = 43: Table 2). This reduction in agreement was, however, not
significantly different between 8 and 4-electrode montages
(dK = 0.002; p = 0.07, n = 42: Table 2). There was also a signifi-
cantly lower seizure burden annotated in the 8- and 4-electrode
montage compared to the 19-electrode montage (8-electrode
dSB = 1.9 min, p < 0.001, n = 45; 4-electrode dSB = 2.5 min,
p < 0.001, n = 45). The reduction of seizure burden was, however,
not significantly different between 8 and 4-electrode montages
(dSB = 0.7 min, p = 0.20, n = 45). There was a significant reduction
in the number of seizures annotated in the 4- and 8-electrode
Table 4
Seizure characteristics for infants with low and high inter-expert agreement.
Temporal characteristics were averaged across all potential annotations per infant
and summarised with the median (interquartile range).
High agreement (n = 25) Low agreement (n = 20)
Seizure burden (min) 14.9 (7.5–34.2)* 5.4 (2.5–10.9)
Seizure number 5.4 (2.6–11.8) 5.3 (2.4–12.4)
* Significantly higher (p < 0.05; Mann-Whitney U test).
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dN = 1.2, p < 0.001, n = 45; 4-electrode dN = 1.0, p < 0.001, n = 45).
The reduction of seizure number was, however, not significantly
different between 8 and 4-electrode montages (dN = 0.2,
p = 0.166, n = 45). Post hoc analysis of the results in this section
are shown in Tables S4 and S5 of the Supplementary Material.
The agreement between the annotation of the 19-electrode
montage and 4- and 8-electrode montage was also significantly
lower than the agreement between expert annotation of the
19-electrode montage (8-electrode dK = 0.056, p < 0.01, n = 42;
4-electrode dK = 0.075, p < 0.001, n = 42).
3.3. Agreement with the 19-electrode montage
Out of 400 seizures identified in the 19-electrode montage, 70%
were detected by the 8-electrode montage, 72% were detected by
the 4-electrode montage, and 60% were detected by both
(Fig. 2C). 18% of seizures detected in the 19-electrode montage
were not detected in the 8- or 4-electrode montage. Out of the
343 seizures detected in the 8-electrode, 76% were also detected
in the 4-electrode montage and 12% were not detected in either
the 4 or 19 electrode montage (Fig. 2C). Summary values across
infants are shown in Table 3.
3.4. Analysis of disagreements
We carried out a visual post hoc EEG review to identify possible
reasons for disagreements between experts or montages in some
infants. We could readily identify three different reasons: (i) Focal
seizures in the occipital, temporal or parietal lobes may go unno-
ticed in the reduced electrode montages; (ii) Seizures with a low
amplitude on the EEG relative to background activity; (iii) Seizures
that may resemble slow rhythmic artefacts requiring multiple
channels to confirm. There were 20 infants where inter-montage
agreement was less than 0.5 for at least two out of 12 potential
montage comparisons. In half of these infants (n = 10), seizures
were focal, seven had low amplitude seizures with respect to back-
ground and three had EEG seizures that resembled slow rhythmic
artefacts when assessed from one channel (Fig. 3). Temporal char-
acteristics of seizures in the low and high agreement groups are
shown in Table 4. Infants with low agreement had a significantly
lower annotated seizure burden (p < 0.05). Seizure burden was also
correlated with agreement in 5/12 comparisons; the median
correlation was 0.271 (IQR: 0.147–0.358; n = 12, see Fig. S1 in the
Supplementary Material for an example).4. Discussion
Our results show that visual interpretation of 8 and 4-electrode
EEG montages for seizure detection has substantial agreement
with the interpretation of a 19-electrode EEG montage. The anno-
tation of reduced electrode montages was, nevertheless, signifi-
cantly different from the 19-electrode montage resulting in a
reduced estimate of seizure burden. These differences were
significantly higher than inter-expert disagreement. The losses inseizure detection from 19-electrode recordings were no different
between the conventional 8-electrode neonatal recording and the
4-electrode recording now widely used in the NICU.
To our knowledge, this is the first study that quantifies the dif-
ferences in visual seizure detections by benchmarking with a com-
bination of intra- and inter-expert agreements. This approach
controls for inter-expert agreement which means that the reduc-
tion in seizure detection is real and cannot be explained by the
subjectivity of visual interpretation. Our findings generally support
prior studies that even a limited channel recording with central or
parietal electrodes identifies the majority of seizures (Shellhaas
and Clancy, 2007; Bourez-Swart et al., 2009). Our present work
extends prior knowledge by showing (i) that the current state of
art in neonatal EEG, an 8-electrode recording, is already compro-
mised compared to the 19-electrode recording that is routinely
used in older patients, and (ii) that there is no apparent gain in sei-
zure detection by increasing the number of recording electrodes
from four to eight.
Our findings indicate that decreasing electrode numbers result
in reduced estimates in seizure burden. As inter-expert agreement
did not significantly change with the number of recording elec-
trodes, the reduction in seizure burden must be due to the reduced
manifestation of seizures with limited spatial extent on the
decreased electrode montage. Our prior theoretical and empirical
work found that the neonatal EEG is spatially rich with distinct
electrical activity recorded at electrodes placed only few centime-
tres apart (Odabaee et al., 2013). The reduction in seizure burden
with the number of recording electrodes was, however relatively
small, and was no different between 4 and 8 electrode montages.
This suggests that while some seizures may be focal, the majority
of seizures spread wider on the cortical surface (Shellhaas and
Clancy, 2007; Wusthoff et al., 2009; Nagarajan et al., 2011). Indeed,
this idea was confirmed in our post hoc analysis of infants with low
agreement; seizures tend to be missed if they were focal in an area
not covered by the reduced number of electrodes such as parietal
areas for the 8-electrode montage and occipital areas for the 4-
electrode montage. This spatial patterning of EEG seizures implies
that there may be an EEG montage that minimises the number of
electrodes and maximises seizure detection.
The present study has some inherent limitations. We selected
EEG recordings from infants with suspected EEG seizures which
may lower the threshold for visual seizure detection. We have also
not included infants who were not suspected of having seizure.
This group of infants may be of use when studying inter-expert
agreement but are not necessarily required when evaluating
inter-montage agreement which is the primary aim of this study.
The use of short term recordings may place downward pressure
on measures of inter-expert agreement due to limited total seizure
burden in many infants. Low seizure burden is associated with
decreased inter-expert agreement and may explain why the values
of inter-expert agreement reported in our study are at the lower
bounds of those reported in the literature (Smit et al., 2004; Shah
et al., 2008; Stevenson et al., 2015). The use of short duration
recordings provided reduced opportunity for all experts to anno-
tate seizures in a recording. As a result, for certain analyses infants
had to be excluded as kappa values could not be estimated (the cal-
culation of the hypothetical probability of chance agreement com-
ponent of kappa was not possible). This potential source of bias
does not affect our results based on agreement as the analysis of
concatenated recordings of all infants (a method that overcomes
the issue of infant exclusion – see the bootstrap analysis in Tables
S4 and S5 in the Supplementary Material) supports our conclusions
which suggests that infants were excluded not because of a trend
towards low agreement but rather poor seizure prevalence. There
are several possible permutations for reduced electrode montages
and it is possible that the specific montages used were not optimal.
270 N.J. Stevenson et al. / Clinical Neurophysiology 129 (2018) 265–270The fact that our reduced channel montages captured a high pro-
portion of seizure events, however, suggest that the montages used
were sufficient. EEG interpretation was performed on the multi-
channel EEG with an additional electrocardiogram channel. This
is not typical as EEG is commonly interpreted in the context of
notes from the technician, polygraphy and video. These issues
may slightly bias the numerical estimates of agreement; however,
they should not significantly confound the relative differences
between measures used in this study.
There is, currently, no method that can conclusively confirm the
presence or absence of neonatal seizures. The best available bench-
mark is visual EEG interpretation by the human expert. It is now
well established that the inter-expert agreement is not perfect
for the detection of a range of EEG patterns (Scher et al., 1994;
Abend et al., 2011a,b; Stevenson et al., 2015; Wusthoff et al.,
2017). In an era of precision medicine, the important clinical ques-
tion is how tarnished can the supposed gold standard become and
still be useful for neuro-critical care, or be used as an outcome
measure in clinical trials (Halford et al., 2016). We show that
reducing the number of electrodes in an EEG montage from 19 to
8 or 4 significantly changes the annotation of seizures beyond
inter-expert differences, although the relationship between seizure
detection and electrode number is nonlinear. While the reduction
in seizure detection (both in terms of seizures and burden) is rela-
tively minor and potentially inconsequential in day-to-day prac-
tice, it may be important when a higher level of accuracy is
required such as when evaluating outcome measures of neonatal
seizures in clinical trials. The fact that there was no significant dif-
ference in seizure detection when comparing the 8-electrode and
4-electrode recordings to the 19-electrode recordings is clinically
reassuring and compatible with the idea that long-term EEG mon-
itoring with the now widely adopted 4-electrode routine has valid-
ity. This is important for clinical environments where the resources
available for EEG monitoring are limited.Acknowledgements
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